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An Op-Ed Piece by Editor, Max Michell 

CAPACITY – WHAT 

DOES IT MEAN? 

Capacity – a word that can relate to a quantifiable issue or simply a word to 

support a political imperative to do something.   It is a word that can relate to 

multiple issues within the one wider situation.   It relates to one of the 

fundamental issues of railroading yet it is widely abused in the same context.  

How can this be? 

The first issue is capacity for what?  In a railway context are we talking about 

capacity for trains, capacity of trains, capacity of a line to move people or 

tonnes of freight, peak, off peak or seasonal capacity, capacity of stations or 

terminals to throughput the capacity able to be supplied by trains, or what?   If 

a statement is made that a rail line has an increase of say 20% in capacity are we being told that 20% more trains run, 20% 

more capacity is being provided in each train, 20% more passengers are using the existing trains or the track or signalling 

has been enhanced to allow 20% more trains to operate?   Some of these statements are complementary but definitely not 

all. 

Provision of 20% more capacity is easy – just run more trains in the off peak when trains, crews and tracks are running well 

below their individual capacities.   These additional trains might simply be carrying fresh air but in the appropriate context 

they are providing more capacity.  Similarly, it is possible to increase capacity for certain types of trains by reducing or 

abandoning others at the same time.   The well-established Sydney practice of peak hour curfews (started in 1910 so I am 

told) on freight train operations is an example where running freight trains during periods up to four hours around each of the 

two weekday ‘journey to work’ peaks is embargoed.    

A more pernicious trend, evident in a number of states, is to push the longer distance passenger trains away from the 

suburban peaks, so we have all but one of the morning long distance trains from Sydney departing prior to the morning peak, 

while something similar is also evident in Melbourne.   Part of the issue in this case is the reduction in train capacity over a 

particular rail track that that comes from mixing differing types of trains.  (continued on page 6) 
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Regional Rail receives major funding 

In State and Federal Budgets 

-contributed by David Hardy

The State Government announced a $ 1.4bn works package of improvements to 

V/Line infrastructure just before the State Budget. (In actual fact the newly 

announced works only add up to $913m, but it appears that the previously 

announced and funded Stage 1 Ballarat line works of $518m makes up the total 

$1.4bn.)  The Budget papers state that full funding of most of these projects is 

dependent on Commonwealth funding from the National Partnership Agreement 

on Asset Recycling. 

Newly announced projects are: 

Warrnambool Line  $100m being for a new remote controlled crossing loop, most 
likely at Boorcan (to replace archaic manual crossing arrangements at 
Camperdown), basic CTC signalling Waurn Ponds – Warrnambool (to replace 
Train Orders), and further level crossing upgrades and additional crossing 
protection (boom barriers in addition to previous flashing lights only).  

$110m for the Surf Coast railway including a second platform and pedestrian 
crossing at Waurn Ponds, further preparatory design works to duplicate South 
Geelong to Waurn Ponds, and land acquisition for a future rail corridor from 
Marshall through the Armstrong Creek growth area to Mt. Duneed and 
Torquay. 

A further $39m is added as Stage 2 of Ballarat area works associated with the 
Murray Basin rail project, with mention of additional stabling at Ararat. 

Bendigo/Echuca gets $91m to install remote control signalling between Bendigo – 
Bendigo North Junction and Eaglehawk / Epsom, (replacing Train Order 
working).  Additionally North Bendigo – Echuca is to be upgraded to Class 2 
track allowing V/Locity operation at 130km/h and increased service 
frequency. 

Seymour / Shepparton gets $43.5m for station upgrades at Donnybrook and 
Wallan, a new remote controlled crossing loop between Mangalore and 
Mooroopna and train stabling at Shepparton; plus a vague reference to 
preparing the North East line for introduction of new generation long distance 
trains to Albury/Wodonga . 

Gippsland - $435m including track duplication Bunyip – Longwarry and near Moe, 
through Morwell with provision of a second platform.  Duplication is also 
mentioned on the Up side of Traralgon.  At Traralgon - a second platform, 
signalling alterations (to allow trains to cross) and relocation of train stabling 
away from the town centre to the Gippsland Logistics Precinct (thus the 
duplication on the Up side of Traralgon.)  Also includes total replacement of 
the life expired Avon River bridge at Stratford for $95m. 

$10m for planning a Melbourne Airport Rail Link in consultation with the private 
sector. 

In the 2016 State Budget $518m was allocated for the previously announced 

Ballarat Line works package. 

In the 2017 State Budget the following State funds are actually allocated against 

the announced $913 m of additional works: 

Gippsland $435m,  Shepparton $33m,  North East Line $15m,  Waurn Ponds 

duplication planning $2m  =  $ 485m       (continued next page) 

Coming 
Events… 

Rail Futures 
Meetings… 
Our meetings are held on the last 

Friday of each second month. 

Usually we meet at RMIT City 

Campus, Building 15, Level 3, The 

Fig Tree Room is adjacent to the 

courtyard behind the Old 

Melbourne Gaol. 

All welcome. 

The next three meetings will be– 

from 12.10 to 14.00 on 

Friday 30th June 

Friday 25th August 

Friday 27th October 

Each meeting and function will be 
advised to members on a separate 
email closer to the actual date(s) 

Welcome New Members!

As an independent, membership 

based organisation, members are 

our lifeblood. Welcome to all our 

new members- 

Ray Bartlett, Marianne Richards 

We look forward to welcoming you 

to our activities, and value your 

contributions, one and all 
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A2 Returns! 

In our last issue, we 

reported how the 

Geelong Flier was faster 

than any present day 

train between Melbourne 

and Geelong, based on 

timings taken in 1927 by 

legendary rail expert J C 

M Rolland and reported in 

the Melbourne Argus The 

first trip took 53,5 

minutes; the second took 

53 minutes 35 seconds. 

Since then, we are 

pleased to report that an 

A2 locomotive—A2 986-

was returned to service 

on 13 May, after decades 

in a Warragul park and 

under subsequent 

restoration. 

Geelong Line plans 

Rail Futures does have 

some contemporary plans 

to improve service on the 

Geelong line, that are not 

dependent on re-

commissioning century 

old locomotives.  More 

news on that critical issue 

soon. 

Regional Rail Funding (continued) 
Additionally, $311m is allocated to acquire a further 39 V/Locity carriages plus funds for 

10 extra E class trams. 

A week later the Federal budget allocated Victoria $490m for Victorian regional rail 

projects.  This includes $100m towards South Geelong – Waurn Ponds duplication, 

$100m to upgrade the North East sg line, a $195m contribution towards Gippsland 

works which is likely to include the works to replace the Avon River bridge, $10m 

towards a study to improve the Shepparton line, a $30m contribution towards 

developing a Business Case for a Melbourne Airport railway and a $20m further 

contribution to Murray Basin standardization.  Additionally a further $460m from the 

Commonwealth is potentially available to Victoria for transport projects to be jointly 

agreed between the parties.  

Despite all the media ”argy/bargy” between State and Federal Governments, the 
likelihood is that the total $1.4bn of works Victoria wants to proceed with will end up 

being fully funded after negotiations.  A further $460m from the Commonwealth is 
possible, and the State Government is still sitting on a large war chest coming into an 
election year. 

 39 more VLocity cars
    to be ordered        

   Avon River bridge at Stratford - to be rebuilt at last!

 Waurn Ponds - to gain a second
     platform and crossing loop

State Budget outcomes
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From the President, John Hearsch... 
Only two months have passed since the first issue of Future Rail NewsPost, but 

what an interesting and perhaps historically significant period it has been, topped 

by State and Federal Budgets that have prioritised investment in rail transport to 

an extent possibly not seen before.   

Continuing the earlier efforts described in NewsPost No.1, our advocacy work 

ramped up considerably during April and into May with meetings with State 

Treasurer Tim Pallas and senior representatives of other political parties (both 

State and Commonwealth) including a presentation made by Bill Russell and 

Peter Tesdorpf to the National Party State Conference in Traralgon.  Other very 

productive and encouraging meetings took place with the RACV, Committee for 

Melbourne, LeadWest (representing Melbourne western region Councils and 

major businesses), book-ended by our presentation at a forum at RMIT’s Centre 

for Urban Research on 31st May entitled “Melbourne Airport rail – Are we there 

yet?”. 

The last NewsPost listed some of the new projects we argued for in our 2017/18 State Budget submission.  The 

outcome was encouraging, more so when the combination of planned funding contained in both State and Federal 

Budgets is considered.  This time, the majority of newly funded projects were in regional Victoria with 

comparatively little for the metropolitan area, apart from a new train stabling facility at Kananook on the Frankston 

line.  This is explained in more detail in the accompanying article by David Hardy.  We were especially pleased 

that some of our specific Budget proposals were included and funded: 

South Geelong-Waurn Ponds duplication (planning and Stage 1 works) 

Warrnambool line – new crossing loop at Boorcan, CTC signalling to replace Train Orders and level crossing 

upgrading 

Bendigo to Epsom and Eaglehawk – new signalling to replace Train Orders 

Bunyip to Longwarry track duplication 

Morwell – crossing loop extension and second platform 

Stratford – replacement of Avon River bridge 

The problem of overcrowding on peak period Geelong line trains continues to worsen with all but a handful having 

90 to 100% seat occupancy and lots of standees.  Anecdotally, we hear that passengers attempting to board 

some trains at Wyndham Vale and Tarneit are physically unable to do so and are forced to wait for subsequent 

services.  This has the potential to be damaging for the government in the lead up to the November 2018 State 

Election, building on disenchantment with service quality and reliability issues prevalent since the opening of 

Regional Rail Link (RRL) in July 2015.  This is most unfortunate because RRL was a very worthwhile and much 

needed project, but is already a victim of its own success. 

Our advocacy in the Geelong and Wyndham areas is focussed on our proposed solutions, covering both rolling 

stock and infrastructure as detailed in NewsPost No.1.  These have been discussed in detail with the G21 Group 

of Geelong Region Councils which is most supportive, as is a local Geelong Member of Parliament who has been 

fully briefed.  To date, there is no sign that the government has picked up on our proposed solutions to resolve the 

issue for both the short and longer term, or for that matter, on any other proposal.  To further this cause, 

discussions are being held with relevant people in TfV (Transport for Victoria) and consideration is being given to 

arranging a public forum in Geelong to highlight both the extent of the problem (which gets worse week by week) 

and to explain the available solutions. 

The big news is the progress achieved in bringing the Melbourne Airport railway to the point where $30 million is 

to be made available for development of a business case for the project, to be jointly funded by the State and 

Commonwealth.  While parties apart from RFI had also been actively lobbying for this, it was our proposal, as 

contained in our InterCity report, that provided the basis of the budget allocation.  Although the required process 

will necessitate a further review of feasible options for the railway, particularly to determine detail of the preferred 

route, much of this ground has been comprehensively covered in previous studies and should not need to be 

repeated.   
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Our proposal has some similarities to the Albion East route that was described in the Government’s 2012 Metropolitan 

Rail Network Development Plan in that beyond North Sunshine to the Airport, the alignments are essentially the same.  

However, this will be a separate corridor, totally segregated from the metropolitan network, commencing from Southern 

Cross station.  This project will somewhat rival Melbourne Metro in its engineering challenges given the need to 

construct some 14 route km of tunnel, however it is considerably less complex than MM by virtue of having only one 

major fully underground station (at the Airport) and one sub-surface station at Sunshine which can be constructed using 

relatively straightforward cut and cover techniques.  An early requirement will be to identify and protect a preferred 

corridor between the Airport and Clarkefield which will later become the diverted Bendigo main line. 

Current expectations are that preparation of the business case will take around three years, given the need to 

undertake parallel investigations and assessments covering a wide range of issues including concept design, 

constructability, cost, financing and procurement apart from the normal requirements for preliminary environmental 

assessment and financial and economic evaluation.  A range of other issues will need to be studied in parallel including 

rolling stock selection, electric traction options and signalling and train control. 

If the business case is positive and recommends that the project proceed, at least a further two years will be required to 

finalise funding and project agreements, gain required statutory approvals, finalise tender documentation and put 

construction contracts in place.  Hence our expectation that, with no serious road blocks, construction could be 

underway by around 2023 or 2024, at the time that major work on Melbourne Metro is winding down.  Another four 

years would be required for construction and commissioning so that opening by 2028 seems a possible goal at this 

early stage.   

Beyond the Airport, the proposed connections to the Bendigo line at Clarkefield and to the north-eastern line at Wallan 

would be subsequent stages, ideally timed to coincide with extension of metro services from Sunbury to Clarkefield and 

from Craigieburn to Wallan – both anticipated by the early 2030s. 

Our major InterCity report, launched by former Deputy Prime Minister Tim Fischer last September, has attracted 

widespread interest and in most cases, general support.  However, after only 9 months, so much has happened that our 

Committee has decided that we need an updated version.  Some of the more significant developments over that period 

have included: 

Release of Infrastructure Victoria’s 30-year Strategy 

Release of Plan Melbourne 2016 

Creation of the Victorian Planning Authority (VPA) 

Creation of Transport for Victoria (TfV) as part of DEDJTR and consolidation of all transport planning functions 

(road and rail) from VicRoads and PTV into TfV 

Completion of several corridor studies, including a recommendation for reinstatement of passenger services to 

Horsham and Hamilton and proposed improvements to Gippsland and Shepparton line services 

Major funding for rail in the 2017 State and Federal Budgets including an $8 billion commitment by the 

Commonwealth to enable commencement of construction of the long planned Melbourne to Brisbane Inland 

Railway, albeit via Albury and Junee rather than our preferred route via Shepparton, Tocumwal and 

Narrandera. 

Our InterCity Phase 2 proposals for the regional network have also been developed further in recent months so more 

detail can be provided regarding the various investments suggested for implementation beyond the initial Phase 1 

program.  A section covering rolling stock issues will also be included.  We hope to have the updated version available 

to members towards the end of the year. 

Finally, Eric Keys and his talented helpers are meeting fortnightly to progress our metropolitan rail plan. This was 

always going to be a challenging task covering light and heavy rail, the tram network and (probably) even some key bus 
connections.  The plan aims to fill the void created by the failure of successive state governments to develop and 
maintain a metropolitan transport plan.  Although we have limited resources, the document will provide a context for the 

individual project assessments that are now the remit of TfV.  Hopefully, the document will also provide a basis for the 
wider engagement of Melbourne’s diverse community around the needs and priorities of the transport system. 
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Capacity—What does it Mean? (continued from Page 1) 

Since arriving back in Melbourne late in 2016 I have been impressed by the frequency and in many cases the speed of 

regional services.  However on the Bendigo, Seymour and Traralgon lines the need for regional trains to follow suburban 

trains for at least part of their journey, due to lack of mixed traffic track capacity, been very evident to the extent that the 

regional trains sometimes have slower times to the outer suburban boundaries than used to exist in the 1980’s.  In each of 

these cases the suburban electric network has been extended well beyond the traditional boundaries but with little if any 

compensating track capacity improvements within the inner long established area, the consequence of which is there is 

limited capacity to operate trains of different speeds even outside the suburban peaks.  It was notable on one of my trips to 

Seymour that a 27km ‘express’ run to Craigieburn took the same time as the 72km stopping run beyond there, a fairly 

dramatic demonstration of the impact of capacity constraints on train timing and service quality.  

All capital cities with electrified suburban rail networks, other than Perth, have expanded their networks without paying much 

attention to the need for capacity within the inner cordon.   Sydney built the Eastern Suburbs line through the city many years 

ago but nothing of consequence otherwise.   Melbourne built the City Circle just as many years ago, and more recently the 

RRL regional line to Sunshine and beyond which partially resolved the issue for the time being but did little for the Bendigo 

line and nothing for North Eastern or Gippsland lines.   Brisbane duplicated its capacity through the city around 20 years ago 

but has since extended electrification and built new routes which have more than consumed the gains.   The common thread 

has been inattention to capacity for the varied array of trains running over the inner part of the network, compounded by the 

fragmentation of the rail industry to a greater or lesser extent.  Workable solutions can range from multiple tracking, an 

instance being between Sydney and Strathfield which had a pair of tracks set up for each of all stations suburbans, express 

suburbans and longer distance passenger and freight, or creation of new routes of which the obvious example is the RRL 

High Capacity Train in Bangla Desh 
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.Capacity—What does it Mean? (continued from previous page) 

More often than not capacity is seen as a singular attribute than can be sorted out with singular projects, whereas in most 

cases it is a more complex issue that needs a holistic view to achieve long term gains suited to all capacity needs.   So, for 

instance, the proposal to electrify to Melton will have underlying it the need for higher frequency services with higher capaci-

ty trains than now.  But these trains will require capacity inboard from Sunshine over existing tracks shared with Sunbury 

trains while at the same time not having any adverse impacts on faster Ballarat line trains between Sunshine and Melton, 

which are also planned to run to a higher frequency.  The combination of high frequency Melton and Sunbury trains will 

leave much reduced available track capacity in from Sunshine, and potentially none in peak periods, so that the proposed 

Tullamarine Airport railway will need route capacity enhancement or an alternative route if it is the be operationally practical.  

Provision of an alternative route brings in further opportunities to combine limited stop Airport services with equally fast re-

gional trains on the Bendigo and Seymour lines (the nearby classic lines) thus potentially resolving the growing capacity 

problems between the City, Sunbury and Craigieburn.   As most members will have already realised this is at the core of 

RFI’s proposed Airport solution – something that has been arrived at by taking a holistic view of not just the Melton electrifi-

cation but a number of associated and lateral issues that are inter-related in a complex array. 

The only mixed traffic suburban line that is currently without a solution is also the longest – the 60 km line to Pakenham.  

This line already has a ten minute off peak frequency as far as Dandenong, over what is effectively a two track railway from 

Flinders Street.  Pathing regional trains is a difficult process with few if any regionals having an unhindered run within the 

suburban area.   Provision of high capacity suburban trains (train capacity), with removal of level crossings and other mar-

ginal enhancements (track capacity) will increase suburban passenger capacity (capacity to move suburban people) but will 

do little for the problem of fast regional trains being constrained to run at suburban train speeds for the first hour of their 

journey. 

In my relatively naive view the next big issue (assuming current proposals elsewhere on the network come to an intelligent 

conclusion) is sorting out the Eastern line constraints such that suburban, regional and freight trains can co-exist with each 
able to deliver their planned potential without conflicting with other services. 

The High Capacity Metro Trains (HCMT) Project 

The Victorian Government is investing $2.3 billion in 65 next-generation high capacity trains 
for the metropolitan network. 

These high capacity metro trains will be able to carry around 20 per cent more passengers 
than existing trains and will be equipped with the latest technology for passenger comfort, 
accessibility and safety. High capacity metro trains will progressively enter service from mid-
2019, operating first on the Cranbourne and Pakenham lines, and longer term will run 
through the new Metro Tunnel to Sunbury. 

The High Capacity Metro Trains (HCMT) Project delivers the first two stages of the Victorian 
Government's metro rolling stock strategy and includes: 

65 high capacity metro trains 

a state-of-the-art depot at Pakenham East 

a light service facility at Calder Park to support operation of the high capacity metro trains 
on the Sunbury line 

two train simulators to support the training of drivers 

maintenance of the high capacity metro trains over 30 years 
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RFI AT WORK 

Rail Futures INTER-CITY Rail Plan Centre Stage at Nationals 

State Conference – contributed by Peter Tesdorpf 

On Saturday 27th May Dr Bill Russell and Peter Tesdorpf from the Rail Futures team were invited to present our Inter-City 

regional rail and Air-Train airport rail plans at the Victorian Nationals State Conference in Traralgon. 

The presentation was the centrepiece of a major conference segment entitled “The Great Train Debate – How passenger 

rail can transform regional Victoria” and was followed by a Q&A panel session including the Hon David Hodgetts shadow 

transport spokesman and Deputy Victorian Liberal leader and Dr Natalie Thorne from the Gippsland Public Transport Us-

ers Group. The segment was chaired by Nationals Deputy Leader Steph Ryan. 

Rail Futures’ proposals were enthusiastically received and further follow-up meetings with the Nationals leadership are 

planned soon. 

Presentations are events such as these are an important part of RFI’s work in shaping the policy and political agenda. 

The Melbourne  Airport Rail Link – What is Going On? 

– contributed by Graeme McMillan

On the 31st May the RMIT Centre for Urban Research held a major seminar in their Talking Transport series examining the 

latest developments on the Melbourne Airport Rail Link. This followed the recent Budget pledges of $30 million from the 

Commonwealth government plus $10 million from the Victorian government to conduct a feasibility study into this long-

awaited project. The seminar sought to uncover what all this means.  

Moderated by Michael Buxton, Professor of Environment and Planning at RMIT and RFI committee member, the opening 

speaker was RFI President, John Hearsch, who summarised briefly a proposal as presented in the RFI Regional Rail pa-

per and summarised in the RFI Air Train brochure (both publications available at the RFI website – www.railfutures.org.au).  

Key points were the speed of connection, the carrying capacity of the high-speed trains from the Melbourne Airport to a 

special platform at Southern Cross station, the inter connection with existing rail regional networks and a proposed route 

that did not require the acquisition of any additional land.  The project could be completed within the next 10 years. 

Other speakers included Marianne Richards, Vice President Inner Melbourne Planning Alliance, who emphasised the need 

for integrating any airport rail with other modes of transport. Tony Morton, President PTUA, pointed out Melbourne was one 

of only 5 out of 53 major cities that did not have an airport rail link. Melbourne needed the alternative to road transport be-

cause with the expected growth in airport passenger numbers the road system could not cope. Currently around 5-10 per 

cent of the airport passengers use the Sky Link bus service – we need public transport alternatives to carry around 50 per 

cent of passengers in the future. 

Dr Crystal Legacy, Post Graduate Researcher, introduced the Canadian Toronto and Hamilton Area express rail link fin-

ished in 2015 as a relevant case study. Servicing a city of 7 million, the lessons learnt included ensuring transport connec-

tivity with other modes and the extensive networking required between authorities impacted by the build.  

Edward Smelt, Principal Engineer Infrastructure Victoria, pointed out 23 recommendations included in their report on im-

proving connectivity to the airport. The IV approach included exploring the best way for improving the existing bus service 

which could be implemented rapidly rather than a longer-term solution 

Questions from the floor supported the general approach for a heavy rail link to the airport, and the need to consider inter 

connectivity with other forms of transport around the airport precinct. Timing of the project was considered as commencing 
within a 10-year timeframe, depending on the outcome of the feasibility study. Michael Buxton summarised the proceed-

ings by pointing to the expected growthy in passenger numbers through Melbourne Airport at 50-60 million per annum by 
2050 making it one of the World’s largest, and the need for linking transport, planning and population growth, especially 
including the need for regional rail requirements. 
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 The Traveller Reports—contributed by Bill Russell following his recent overseas trip

What could be better than a little jaunt 

across Europe from east to west, sticking to 

the same parallel of latitude, starting at Zur-

ich and then heading east to Bordeaux, via 

the train services of the Swiss Federal Rail-

ways, the incomparable Rhatische Bahn 

(with the Glacier Express), and finally the 

SNCFs regional trains from Geneva across 

to Lyon, Clermont-Ferrand, Perigueux and 

Bordeaux, with a little break at each town 

for some sightseeing, and imbibing of the 

local culture. Is there a better railway than 

the Rhatische Bahn?  Here is its terminal at 

St Moritz, with gleaming red glass topped 

carriages to carry you through the roof of 

Europe. Who can describe the magnifi-

cence of a trip on this railway through snow-capped peaks in perfect comfort? No wonder it has UNESCO World Heritage status! 

At Geneva, though, it’s not so rosy. The banner headline on the front 

page as we arrived shrieked, Geneva only gets crumbs for Rail – Geneva 

projects are threatened in the study, “Switzerland 2030”. However, the 

editorial, also front-page news, responded with the challenge – The Can-

ton is going on a railway crusade (“croisade ferroviare” ) – “Geneva is 

enraged after the presentation on Friday of the plans for railway construc-

tion from 2030 to 2035”.  

In Lyon, the next big stop, things are a little better. We are assured that 

the station is grande, accessible et connectee. It is being built around four 

principles – a station open to the city; new access to trains, more comfort 

for pedestrians and cyclists, and new places that will be “vegetalisee”.  

The new station is the centrepiece of an urban redevelopment area. The 

trams are being extended. Better still, one of the freeways through the 

city is being downgraded, with speed limits lowered, its autoroute classifi-

cation downgraded, pedestrian and cycle paths created, and parks and 

bus lanes being installed. They get it that motor cars should not be attracted into a city, but that public and active transport is the 

answer! 

And finally, off to Portugal. Portugal’s GDP per head is about USD20,000, whereas ours in Australia is around USD56,000 per 

head. So how come they can afford a train from Porto to Lisbon that travels at 225 kmh?  Both Porto and Lisbon have wonderful 

tram systems. In Lisbon, although the system has been cut back, there are still quite a few tram routes, nearly all operated by four 

wheel trams from the early 1920s. The rail gauge in Lisbon is the rather unique 2 foot 11 and a half inches -half an inch less than 

the  3-foot gauge once favoured on our timber tramways. There is only one route that has modern trams – there are 10 of them, 

purchased in 1995. The reason is that they run direct to the shop where some nuns invented Portuguese tarts. The number of Por-

tuguese tart pilgrims from all over the world is so great that long articulated trams are needed to wind their way from the city centre 

to the tart shop in Belem, and return. 

All in all, a fascinating trip, and a great way to see Europe. 2086 kilometres First Class for $535.50 per head. 

 . 
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151 New V/Line Services a week from August 2017 

– contributed by David Hardy

Originally announced back in April, 2016 as 177 additional Weekly trips, V/Line then found out it did not have sufficient 

crew resources to introduce all the new services at one time.  From 27/01/17  85 additional weekly trips have been oper-

ated leaving 92 trips to be delivered mid 2017.  This timeline has now blown out further to late August this year but the 

number of additional weekly trips to be introduced has now increased by 59 to 151. 

Wyndham Vale gets an additional Weekday short trip, most likely on the Down just before 1600. 

Geelong gets a total of 69 new trips . On Weekdays the evening frequency of 40 minutes is likely to be extended to fin-

ish, and some Warrnambool services are to run express between Footscray  and Geelong .  On Weekends the frequen-

cy will be upped to every 40 minutes between 0700 and 1900 to alleviate chronic overcrowding. 

Ararat gets three extra Weekday trips , being an earlier morning Up,  and new mid afternoon Up and Down. 

On Weekends a late morning Up trip is added, along with a new early afternoon Down . All these Ararat extras are ex-

tensions of existing Ballarat services.  In addition more services are to stop at Caroline Springs & Deer Park. 

Ballarat & Bendigo get 18 extra trips a week each, anticipated as extension of the 40 minute evening frequency on 

Weekdays till stumps, and daytime Weekend frequencies on both lines will be upped to hourly. 

Shepparton gets additional loco hauled Up and Down midday services on Saturdays and Sundays, making 4 return trips 

on Weekdays and 3 return trips on Weekends. 

Traralgon gets 18 extra trips a week, again with attention to weeknight frequency, and filling major time gaps on Week-

ends. 

The overall past VLP policy of working towards a common timetable for Saturdays and Sundays is expected to continue. 

On Metro Trains services from the same date the following changes have been announced: 

On Weekdays an extra AM Up and PM Peak Down service on each of the Werribee, Craigieburn and Sunbury lines. 

37 Laverton – Newport services will be extended to/from Flinders Street.  Some peak services will be extended from 

Eltham to Hurstbridge. In addition Frankston running times will be extended by 2 minutes in preparation for the forthcom-
ing opening of an additional stop at the new Southland station. 



Test your Tram 
Knowledge! 
The editor has now had nearly six months in ‘TramLand’ which 

has enabled him to become quite familiar with some of the 

quirks of the network.  The questions below are to do with 

some of the peculiarities that have been evident to The Ed 

during his travels. 

There is one tram over tram grade intersection in 

Melbourne.  Where is it? 

There is one place in the suburbs of Melbourne where you 

can catch a direct tram to the City from either side of 

the road (two separate tram routes). Where? 

There is one tram route that is straight from end to end 

(give or take a few wobbles but no significant 

diversion from the plumb line). What route are we 

looking at? 

There is only one class of tram that is entirely dedicated to 

a single route.  Which class and which route? 

(Answers Next Issue) 

PLACE 
STAMP 
HERE 

Northwind Traders brings you the world 

Contact Rail Futures 

Contribute to the Newsletter! 

-Email Editor  Max Michell–

max412@gmail.com

Join  or Donate to Rail Futures or 

advise change of address- 

-Email Treasurer Graeme Macmillan,

Graeme.macmillan@ciptanet.com

General Enquiries- 

-Email Secretary Bill Russell

ewrussell@ hotmail .com 

Or phone 0408005558 
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